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Sensorimotor learning requires knowledge of the relationship between movements and sensory effects: a sensorimotor
map. Generally, these mappings are not innate but have to be learned. During learning, the challenge is to build a
continuous map from a set of discrete observations, that is, predict locations of novel targets. One hypothesis is that
the learner linearly interpolates among discrete observations that are already in the map. Here, this hypothesis is tested
by exposing human subjects to a novel mapping between arm movements and sounds. Participants were passively
moved to the edges of the workspace receiving the corresponding sounds and then were presented intermediate
sounds and asked to make movements to locations they thought corresponded to those sounds. It is observed that
average movements roughly match linear interpolation of the space. However, the actual distribution of participants’
movements is best described by a bimodal reaching strategy in which they move to one of two locations near
the workspace edge where they had prior exposure to the sound–movement pairing. These results suggest that
interpolation happens to a limited extent only and that the acquisition of sensorimotor maps may not be driven by
interpolation but instead relies on a flexible recombination of instance-based learning.
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Introduction

When first learning to talk or play a musical instru-
ment, an important challenge is to learn which
movement produces which sound, that is, a senso-
rimotor map. There is substantial knowledge about
how maps, once learned, are adjusted, such as when
adapting to a visuomotor rotation or novel force
dynamics. Typically, in these settings, subjects are
studied that already have fully formed sensorimo-
tor maps. Experimental paradigms involve pertur-
bations to these maps, which result in adaptation.
However, less is known about the earliest phases
of learning in which these maps still need to be
learned.1–3 Learning novel sensorimotor maps can
be studied by letting human subjects make arm
movements to locations in space that each corre-
sponds to a particular sound.4 This constitutes a
challenging but feasible learning problem.

The nature of the map acquisition process
remains elusive. The learner is exposed to only a

discrete set of observations about the sensorimotor
workspace, namely previous movements and corre-
sponding sensory results, but then often needs to
move to targets that they have not heard before.
That is, the learner needs to make predictions about
unknown parts of the sensorimotor workspace. One
hypothesis is that the learner stores a history of
movements and sounds, and, when novel sounds
are presented, they interpolate between these known
instances to reach to intermediate locations. Thus,
in principle, a mapping could be learned reasonably
well if only parts of the sensorimotor workspace
were known.

Instances of an interpolation process have been
studied previously in the context of sensorimotor
mappings that are largely known at the outset. Sen-
sorimotor learning appears to generalize to novel
movements or locations within the workspace,5,6

but this generalization falls off steeply with dis-
tance from the training direction.7–10 Generalization
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appears to be encoded in intrinsic coordinates.10

Some studies suggest that generalization is tied to a
particular context.11,12 Generalization also depends
on the nature of the sensorimotor transformation
being learned.6 In these cases, generalization was
typically studied in situations where sensorimotor
maps were already learned and underwent small
modifications or perturbations. However, it remains
unclear how generalization occurs when one learns
sensorimotor maps from scratch.

The hypothesis that generalization is based on
interpolation is tested here by limiting the expo-
sure participants receive to specific instances of the
relationship between movements and sounds and
then testing them across the whole of the sensory
space. Specifically, participants received what will be
referred to as anchor trials, in which their arm was

moved to positions at the edges of the workspace,
and then they were presented with the correspond-
ing sounds (Fig. 1). On probe trials, one of a set
of intermediate sounds was presented, and partic-
ipants were invited to move to the location they
believed corresponded to the sound. On these trials,
they did not receive feedback and therefore the only
information they received about the pairing between
movements and sounds was from anchor trials at
the edges. In principle, participants had no way of
knowing which location should correspond to these
probe sounds, because there are infinite mappings
that would be consistent with the sound–movement
mapping at the anchor locations. The central ques-
tion addressed here is how participants interpolate
sounds that correspond to unknown locations in
the workspace.

Figure 1. Participants make movements to auditory targets. Before each trial, a target sound is presented. Participants then make
a reaching movement to the presumed location of the sound. (A) Top view of the workspace. Participants made reaching movements
from the center of the workspace to points on a semicircle (not visible to participants). (B) Overview of the anchor locations and
the locations that would correspond to the probe sounds assuming a linear mapping. (C) Sounds were not localized in space but,
like speech sounds, were distinguished only by their frequency content. The sounds consisted of three oscillators whose frequencies
depended linearly on the angle at movement end � (see gray inlays for a decomposition of two example stimuli that correspond to
the movement angles indicated by the arrows). (D) On every set of trials (cycle), first, the two anchors were presented, in random
order, where the subject was moved passively with auditory feedback. Then, the five probes were presented in random order, and
subjects were invited to make active movements but they did not receive auditory feedback.
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Experimental procedures

Subjects and experimental tasks
A total of 27 participants were recruited. All par-
ticipants were right-handed (handedness quotients
80–100% according to Edinburgh Handedness
Inventory), except for two who were 88% and
20% left-handed. Participants reported no neu-
rological or hearing impairments. Each session
lasted approximately 1.5 hours. Participants pro-
vided written consent, and all procedures were
approved by the McGill University Institutional
Review Board, according to ethical principles stated
in the Helsinki Declaration.

Participants filled out a questionnaire to list their
musical training. Twelve participants listed no musi-
cal training of any kind. Three participants listed
only vocal training (choir or singing lessons) for
1–2 years and between 8 and 20 years ago. The
remaining participants listed mostly piano-only
training (five participants) followed by violin (two
participants), and others indicated various instru-
ments. The instrumental training varied between 1
and 12 years, but in all cases the last training was
more than 5 years ago, except for one participant
who was currently still practicing.

Participants made reaching movements while
holding a robot handle. A 2-degree-of-freedom pla-
nar robotic arm (InMotion2; Interactive Motion
Technologies) was used (Fig. 1A) that sampled the
position of the handle at 400 Hz. A target circle was
defined as a half-circle around a subject-calibrated
starting point, and during the experiment partic-
ipants made movements from the center point to
points on this circle (Fig. 1A). Vision of the circle
and the arm was blocked for the duration of the
experiment.

Auditory stimuli
The sounds consisted of three sine wave oscillators:
one had a fixed frequency (F0, 165 Hz); the fre-
quencies of the other two (F1, F2) decreased or
increased linearly, in relation to the angle of the
movement endpoint (Fig. 1C). In order to normal-
ize the space-to-frequency mapping, angles were
mapped linearly to frequencies in mel-space.13 In
order to correct for perceived loudness differences,
the amplitude of each oscillator was adjusted using
equal loudness curves14 to 75 phon so that each
sound would be perceived to be as loud as a 1-kHz

tone of 75 dB. In this way, equally spaced locations
about the target circle were associated with percep-
tually equal changes in sound frequency and little
or no change in sound intensity. Sounds were pre-
sented over Beyerdynamic DT770M headphones.
Since the mapping is one-to-one, the sounds will
be referred to by the angle they were mapped to
on the interval [0, 180] degrees. The sounds them-
selves were not localized in space: the same sound
was presented to both ears; hence, there were no
acoustic location cues, and only their frequency con-
tent had information about the position they were
mapped to.

Audiomotor testing
On anchor trials, indicated by a red color cue, the
robot moved the participant’s arm passively to one
of the two anchor locations (+90 or −90 degrees
from straight ahead; Fig. 1B) along a smooth
minimum-jerk trajectory of 20 cm length and
900 ms duration. The robot then held their arm at
the end position and presented the corresponding
sound for 1000 milliseconds.

On probe trials, one of five target sounds was
presented that, under linear interpolation, would
correspond to the locations −60, −30, 0, +30, and
+60 degrees from straight ahead (Fig. 1B). Note
that, although for convenience we refer to the sounds
using the mapping location, this location had no
physical meaning, since these sounds were never
presented as feedback for movements. A green color
cue indicated that subjects were expected to move.
The target sound was presented for 1000 ms, after
which color cue disappeared, and participants could
initiate their movement. Movement end was when
the velocity fell below 5% of peak velocity for
50 milliseconds. The robot then returned the sub-
jects hand to the starting point. Subjects received
no auditory feedback or any other kind of feedback
for their probe movements. At no point were the
subjects able to see their arms.

Anchor and probe trials were presented in cycles
of seven trials. First, the two anchors were pre-
sented in random order. Then, the five probe tri-
als were presented in quasirandom order (with the
only restriction that the first probe could not be one
of the two edge sounds corresponding to +60 and
−60 degrees from straight ahead). The participants
performed three blocks with 12 cycles each, for a
total of 252 trials.
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A subset of participants (n = 15) also performed
probe-only blocks before and after the main testing
described above. In these blocks, four cycles of the
five probes were presented in random order without
feedback for a total of 20 trials. This was done to
assess participants’ baseline performance as well as
performance for the same target locations following
the audiomotor testing.

Movement and auditory testing
Movement-copy and auditory psychophysical test-
ing was performed before and after audiomotor test-
ing to measure baseline motor accuracy in reaching
toward particular directions and to assess whether
auditory functioning was stable.4

Movement-copy. The participants’ hand was
moved out from the starting position to a target
position on the target circle in a smooth movement
of 900 ms, held there for 500 ms, and then moved
back. A visual icon signaled participants to repro-
duce the movement they just experienced. Eleven
target directions were presented that were equally
spaced on the half circle, including the endpoints,
and presented in random order. Participants were
not able to see their arm, and no visual information
of any kind was available.

Auditory testing. On every trial, a train of four
sounds of 200 ms duration each was presented
with a 75-ms pause between sounds. Three of the
sounds were identical, and one (either the second
or third) was different. Participants’ task was to
respond by pressing a button to indicate whether
the mismatched sound was the second or third
in the sequence. The three identical sounds were
those that were mapped to the 90-degree angle in
our auditory–motor mapping, and the mismatched
sound corresponded in the mapping to the position
angles of 90.27–106.20 degrees in 10 logarithmically
spaced steps. Participants completed a total of 200
trials. No feedback was given about the accuracy of
the participants’ responses.

Data analysis
The main variable of interest is the movement angle
on a given trial (since this provides an estimate of the
participant’s prediction of the position of the target
sound). Movement angles associated with different
auditory target locations are then compared with
the linearly interpolated location of the target
sound, and the absolute deviation between them is

computed, in order to assess whether participants
follow linear interpolation. We computed ANOVA
unless otherwise specified, and checked for spheric-
ity using Mauchly’s test, and, if significant, we
reported the Greenhouse–Geisser corrected P-value
of the ANOVA. In figures, the error bars and shaded
lines indicate the standard error of the mean.

Model fitting
Participants’ average movement direction may
obscure patterns in the distribution of individual
movements. In order to test hypotheses about what
movements participants would make to novel tar-
gets (interpolation or lack thereof), a number of
models of the distribution of movements to differ-
ent target sounds were formulated that are laid out in
the results section. Models were fitted for maximum
likelihood. Models were compared according to the
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and Akaike
information criterion (AIC),15 which quantify how
good the model fits the data (likelihood) while tak-
ing into account the number of parameters used to
get this fit in order to penalize overfitting. BIC is
defined as ln(n)k − 2ln(L ), where n is the number
of observations, k is the number of free parameters,
and L is the maximum likelihood fit. AIC is defined
as 2k − 2ln(L ). While the absolute values of AIC
and BIC are meaningless, models can be compared
by their difference in AIC or BIC (�AIC, �BIC).
It is considered that, the lower the AIC or BIC, the
better the model accounts for the data.

Results

Participants made reaching movements to audi-
tory targets based on being presented with the
movement-to-sound correspondence only for the
workspace edges (on anchor trials) (Fig. 1). Reach-
ing during probe trials revealed that on average
participants moved to different locations for the
five probes (F(4,104) = 35.93, P<0.0001), and
these locations on average followed the order of the
probe sounds (Fig. 2A). There was some indication
that these locations became more distinct over time
(Fig. 2B), but overall there was little evidence for a
change in performance over the course of testing.
When comparing the deviation of subjects’ reaching
patterns from a linear interpolation, this deviation
showed a tendency to decrease: comparing the first
50 with the last 50 trials revealed a trend for a
decrease of deviation (t(26) = 1.76, P = 0.08), but
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Figure 2. Probe trial reaching averages across subjects suggests, on first inspection, that participants interpolate to obtain
probe locations. (A) Average reaching direction for each of the five probes. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean, but in
some cases are covered by the dots. The gray line indicates the reaching position corresponding to linear interpolation between the
anchor locations (gray dots). Subjects move on average to different locations for the five probe sounds, and the spatial ordering of
these locations aligns with the auditory continuum of the probe sounds. (B) The reaching pattern over the course of the experiment
indicates a tendency for the average movement endpoints to become more distinct for the five probes. (C) The deviation from a
linear interpolation decreases, indicating a small trend that, reaching over time, more resembles a linear interpolation. (D) The
distribution of individual reaches suggests that subjects use a bimodal reaching strategy in which they reach to one of only two
locations, and the relative probability depends on the target sound. Each panel depicts the distribution of reaching endpoints for
each of the probes; the raw data are represented as density histograms in black. The winning model, bimodal-fixed (see text), is
shown overlaid on the figure. (E) Comparison of candidate models (see text for details). The model that best accounts for the data
is the bimodal-fixed.

the magnitude of this change was small (Fig. 2C
and see Discussion).

Modeling the movement distribution
On first inspection, it may be tempting to conclude
that subjects interpolated locations for the probe
sounds based on their exposure in the anchor trials.
However, individual reaching movements followed
a bimodal pattern, as confirmed by Hartigan’s dip
test,16 which revealed that the reaching distributions
were significantly nonunimodal for probes 1 and 3
(P < 0.01) and marginally significant for probe 2

(P = 0.076). This indicates that the average reach-
ing direction for a given probe is not representative
of the reaching strategy. A modeling approach was
therefore adopted in which a number of models
were formulated to characterize the distribution of
all reaching movements. Each model presents a dif-
ferent hypothetical interpolation strategy (or lack
thereof).

The five-unimodal model embodied the idea that
participants would produce unimodal reaching to
a different location for each of the five probes. The
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model contains 10 parameters: a mean and stan-
dard deviation for each probe. In the bimodal-free
model, participants reached to one of only two loca-
tions, each with its own mean and standard devia-
tion, and then the probability of reaching to either
one or the other was parametrized by a probability
that differed for each probe. That is, a total of nine
parameters were estimated. However, the bimodal-
free model left the weighting of the two response
modes completely free, ignoring the fact that the
probe sounds were related to the anchor sounds
along an acoustic continuum. In order to accom-
modate this, a bimodal-fixed model was formu-
lated which was like the bimodal-free model except
that the weighting of the two response modes was
assumed to reflect the acoustic similarity of the given
probe to each of the two anchors. This acoustic
similarity was encoded in a function “sim” that
represented a distance metric in sound space that
subjects were hypothesized to have at their disposal.
Specifically, each mode was yoked to an anchor, a0 or
a1, so that given a probe ri the probability of reach-
ing to the mode associated with anchor a j was P =
sim(ri , a j )/(sim(ri , a0) + sim(ri , a1)) where “sim”
refers to the acoustic similarity between the sounds.
Since the sounds varied in pitch and were con-
trolled for loudness (see Methods), the similarity
was defined as the summed pitch differences in
mel space between the corresponding oscillators of
two sounds. The bimodal-fixed model had four free
parameters (mean and standard deviation of the two
modes). As a control, a unimodal reaching model,
five-unimodal-and-random, was tested which was
similar to the five-unimodal model in assuming that
subjects would reach unimodally but on some pro-
portion of trials would reach to a random location.
This model used a total of 11 parameters (10 para-
meters as the five-unimodal model and one addi-
tional parameter that estimated the proportion of
random reaching trials).

The model that best accounted for the data was
the bimodal-fixed model, both according to AIC and
BIC. The runner up was bimodal-free, which yielded
worse model performance (�BIC = 123, �AIC =
90) (Fig. 2E), followed by the unimodal reaching
models that did substantially worse (�BIC,�AIC
> 800). We reran this analysis with the subset of
subjects who had no prior musical training whatso-
ever, and, in this case, the bimodal models outper-
form the unimodal models as they do here; however,

bimodal-free outperformed the bimodal-fixed by a
small margin.

No-feedback performance before and after
exposure
A subgroup of participants performed probe trials
before being exposed to anchors. On these trials,
there was no difference in average reaching patterns
between the probes (F(1,14) = 0.08, P = 0.79),
indicating that participants had no knowledge of
the audiomotor map before learning (Fig. 3A).
Bayes factor analysis was performed on the no-
feedback trials before exposure with the reach angle
as dependent variable and the probe (factor with
five levels) as independent variable. The Bayes
factor for the probe factor was 0.018 (±1%), a value
that is considered very strong evidence in favor
of the null hypothesis, which in this case is that
reaching patterns are not different for the probes.
After exposure, the Bayes factor in the same analysis
was 3327.02 (±0.69%), indicating very strong
evidence in favor of the alternative hypothesis that
reaching patterns are different across the probes.
In no-feedback trials after exposure, movements
differed by probe (F(1,14) = 12.93, P = 0.003),
indicating that subjects had acquired information
about the mapping. Comparing pairs of movements
to either the same probes or to different probes
revealed that before exposure, although across sub-
jects movements to different probes could not be
differentiated, within subjects there was a tendency
for such differentiation that was strengthened over
time (Fig. 3B). Immediately after presentation of
the first two anchors, subjects’ reaching patterns
changed so that movements to different probes
became more distinct, but then there was no further
change for the duration of the experiment (Fig. 3C)
in spite of repeated exposure to anchor trials.

Auditory-only and movement-only testing
Before and after exposure, participants were tested
for auditory discrimination, and their performance
on this test did not improve from before to
after exposure, but instead showed a small decline
(t(26) = 2.49, P = 0.02) (Fig. 4A). Participants also
performed a movement-copy task where they had to
reproduce passively experienced movements. Their
replication of movements was reliable (Fig. 4B)
and did not change after exposure (t(26) = –0.54,
P = 0.6). This suggested that any changes observed
in audiomotor trials, learning or other, were not a
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Figure 3. No-feedback trials before audiomotor testing show that subjects on average do not differentiate between targets, but
nevertheless they show some consistency in their reaching pattern. This consistency is strengthened upon presentation of the first
anchor trial and then remains constant. A subset of individuals performed probe-only trials (without feedback) before and after
audiomotor testing. (A) Movement endpoints for the various probes. The horizontal axis indicates what the probe position would
be given linear interpolation, and the gray line indicates the identity line where subjects would reach if they linearly interpolated the
probes. Before learning, on average subjects move to the same location for all probes, but after audiomotor testing they distinguish
the probes in their movements. (B) Cycle-by-cycle distance between pairs of movements. Each panel represents the comparison of
movements on two cycles. The horizontal axis represents the probes of a given cycle n, and the vertical axis represents the probes
of cycle n + 1. The color in each cell codes the absolute distance between the pair of reaching movements to those probes. Diagonal
elements indicate movements to the same probe, off-diagonal elements indicate movements to different probes. It is evident that,
even before audiomotor testing (pre), there is some structure to the participant’s reaching, reflecting an internal consistency in the
way sounds are allocated in space, but this is strengthened after testing (post). (C) Tracking over time the distances between pairs
of movements to same or different probes shows that, immediately upon exposure to the first anchors, the distance between pairs
of movements to different probes increases, and then remains constant for the rest of the experiment in spite of repeated exposure
to the anchors.

reflection of change in motor or auditory function-
ing alone.

Discussion

A prerequisite for sensorimotor learning is knowl-
edge of the relation between movements and sensory
effects: a sensorimotor map. There is increasing evi-
dence that these maps are not innate but have to be
learned, as for example, in the case of visually guided
movements17–19 or learning to talk.20–22 Study-
ing the acquisition of such maps is challenging,
because in typical (adaptation) motor learning set-
tings adults are tested that already have pre-existing

sensorimotor maps. Several studies approached this
challenge by investigating the acquisition of novel
sensorimotor maps by mapping wrist rotations to
cursor movement on a screen,23,24 but, to our knowl-
edge, these studies have not directly investigated
how newly learned mappings generalize to enable
movements to untrained locations. Other stud-
ies investigated participants learning to play the
piano,25,26 which presumably requires acquisition
of a sensorimotor map, but, since keys correspond
to discrete pitches, there is little need for interpo-
lation. Here, participants were exposed to a novel
mapping between movements and sounds, which is
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Figure 4. Auditory-only and movement-only tests reveal no improvement after audiomotor testing relative to before. (A)
Auditory discrimination thresholds obtained using the sounds of the auditory–motor task reveal no improvements. (B) Motor copy
tests reveal that participants can accurately reproduce movements. The dots indicate the endpoint locations for all subjects and are
color-coded according to the target. The targets are indicated here as straight lines from the center using the same coloring scheme.
The shaded ellipses represent the 2D error variance for each target. The motor copy performance does not change before versus
after exposure (inlay).

challenging but feasible and allows studying how
mappings are learned from scratch.4 In order to
investigate the process by which sensorimotor maps
generalize, we explored how subjects fill in regions
of the sensorimotor workspace where they had no
prior experience.

The principal observation in the present data
set is that, although participants appear to reach to
intermediate (interpolation) targets on average, the
distribution of individual movements indicates that
they achieve such averages by moving to one of only
two locations with differing probabilities. That is,
instead of generating unimodal movement distribu-
tions for each probe target, instead the participants
appear to move to a weighted combination of two
unimodal movement distributions in the vicinity
of the anchor locations where they have prior expo-
sure to the movement-to-sound mapping. Note
that participants are not simply reproducing the
anchors. The two locations of the bimodal reaching
do not correspond to the anchor locations exactly,
and the variability in movements to each of the two
locations is larger than the movement-copy error.

One basic conclusion from this observation is
that participants are at the very least able to judge
the similarity between pairs of sounds, that is, com-
pute a distance metric in auditory space. If instead
participants perceived each sound categorically (as

is often observed with speech sounds27), they could
presumably not have produced sets of movements
that align with the continuum of the probe sounds
as was observed here.

In light of the apparent availability of auditory
distance information, the finding that participants
reach to a set of only two locations seems surpris-
ing. If participants know where a probe falls in the
continuum between two anchor sounds, one would
expect that they could produce the corresponding
weighted average of the two anchor movements.
Indeed, the motor system has been shown to have
the capacity to maintain simultaneously in mem-
ory multiple movements to multiple targets and
recombine them when task demands or the con-
text changes.28,29 Averaging such movements would
seem a relatively straightforward step for the motor
system. It would follow therefore that the bimodal
reaching strategy adopted by the subjects is not a
memory limitation but originates elsewhere.

One possibility is that the motor system is reluc-
tant to move to locations for which it has no prior
experience, preferring to instead produce move-
ments for which it can reliably predict the sen-
sory result: in the present case, the movements
close to the edges of the workspace. Indeed, there
is in principle an infinite number of possible sen-
sorimotor mappings that are consistent with the
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sound–movement coupling the subject experienced
at the workspace edges.30,31 It could therefore be
risky to move far away from these edges. Given
this constraint, the weighted bimodal reaching that
subjects exhibit here might actually be the optimal
strategy in a trade-off between two constraints: (1)
producing movements that most closely match the
target, that is, reducing error, and (2) producing
movements that are closest to the known location
in the sensorimotor workspace, that is, reducing
risk. This account is in line with evidence suggest-
ing that the motor system continually weighs the
risk of novel and potentially more rewarding move-
ments against the payoff for known movements,32,33

reminiscent of an exploration–exploitation trade-
off.34,35 Within the context of the present study,
it is possible that exploration has been discour-
aged because participants were aware that, for probe
movements, no auditory feedback would be pre-
sented. Moving to novel locations, therefore, would
not yield novel information about the sensorimo-
tor workspace in the way it would in more natural
settings.

Another possibility for the bimodal reaching pat-
tern is that the sounds at the edges of the workspace
are more distinct and therefore easier to memo-
rize. Within the auditory continuum, the sounds at
the edges are most different from all of the other
sounds. However, this explanation is contradicted
by the observation that movements to the sounds
at the extremities are biased toward the workspace
center instead of being biased outward toward the
more stereotypical (Fig. 2A), as might be expected
if reaching were based on memorization accuracy.

The pattern of findings reported in this study
can lead to hypotheses about the neural mecha-
nisms underlying learning of sensorimotor maps.
The process of filling in the unvisited locations of
the sensorimotor workspace likely requires retrieval
of auditory and motor information associated with
previous visits to nearby regions of the sensorimotor
workspace. This information is then recombined in
auditory space to compute a weighted average of the
nearby auditory information, presumably involving
auditory working memory areas of the brain. How-
ever, the present data suggest that information is
not combined in the motor space, as participants in
this case only select one of two movements and thus
do not interpolate in motor space. Therefore, one
could predict that motor or somatosensory working

memory areas are not involved in moving to novel
targets.

Participants in the present study exhibited little
learning in spite of being exposed to more and more
anchor trials in the course of the experiment. This
stands in contrast to continuing learning observed
previously when subjects made reaching move-
ments with feedback throughout the workspace.4

This difference in learning performance would be
predicted if learning sensorimotor maps consists of
forming a look-up table connecting movements
with sounds. In such a case, once the anchor trials
have been entered into the look-up table, repeated
exposure to these anchors yields little additional
information and thus little to no improvement in
performance. Note that a small (and not statisti-
cally significant) amount of learning was seen here,
which may challenge this account.

Learning audiomotor maps is also studied in
songbirds, and recent work has investigated gen-
eralization. When songbirds are exposed to altered
auditory feedback, they adapt their vocal output
and generalize this behavior to new sequential
contexts,36 and this generalization can furthermore
be modulated by the instructions given in order
to flexibly respond to differential task demands in
different contexts.37 Although these studies deal
with generalization, they focus on a different phe-
nomenon than the one studied here, because the
birds do not make novel movements in unex-
plored parts of the sensorimotor workspace but
instead make known movements in novel sequential
contexts.

In summary, the present data suggest that, when
learning sensorimotor maps from scratch, there is
only limited interpolation, and instead movements
remain close to the parts of the workspace where
the learner has exposure. This is consistent with
some previous work on movement generalization
showing that there is little change in movements
beyond those visited during training.7,8 Instead of
generating novel movements, the brain appears to
prefer to use familiar movements, but selects them
in such a fashion as to minimize target error.
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